
TEXT 1 
Bolivar, Simon. (1815). “Jamaica Letter.”  
 
The Mexicans will be free. They have embraced the country's cause, resolved to avenge their 
forefathers or follow them to the grave. The time has come at last to repay the Spaniards’ torture 
for torture and to drown that race of annihilators in its own blood or in the sea.  
 
The islands of Puerto Rico and Cuba, with a combined population of perhaps 700,000 to 800,000 
souls, are the most tranquil possessions of the Spaniards... But are not the people of those islands 
Americans? Are they not maltreated? Do they not desire a better life?  
 
… I am led to think that America's disappearance is desired; but this is impossible because all 
Europe is not Spain. What madness for our enemy to hope to reconquer America when she has 
no navy, no funds, and almost no soldiers! 
 
 

TEXT 2 
Louverture, Toussaint. (1801). “Dictatorial Proclamation.”  
 
… I laid out the obligations of fathers and mothers, their obligation to raise their children in the 
love and fear of God. 
 
Nevertheless, how negligently fathers and mothers raise their children, especially in cities. They 
leave them in a state of idleness and in ignorance of their principal obligations.  
 
Thus they arrive at the age of twelve, without moral principles, without a skill, and with a taste 
for luxury and laziness as their only education. And since bad impressions are difficult to correct, 
it is certain beyond any doubt that they will be bad citizens, vagabonds, thieves…It is upon such 
vile mothers and fathers, on students so dangerous, that the magistrates of the people must 
ceaselessly keep an open eye. 
 
Since the revolution, perverse men have told them that freedom is the right to remain idle and to 
follow only their whims. …It is time to hit out at the hardened men who persist in such ideas.  As 
soon as a child can a child walk he should be employed on the habitations according to his 
strength in some useful work… 
 

TEXT 3 
Hidalgo y Costilla, Miguel. (1810). “Speech at Dolores.”  
 
My friends and countrymen neither the king nor tributes exist for us any longer. …The moment 
of our freedom has arrived, the hour of out liberty has struck; and if you recognized its great 
value, you will help me defend it from ambitious grasp of the tyrants. Only a few hours remain 
before you see me a head of men who take pride in being free. …The cause is holy and god will 
protect it. The arrangements are hastily being made and for that reason I will not have 
satisfaction of talking to you any longer. Long lives, then, the Virgin of Guadeloupe! Long live 
America for which we are going to fight. 


